Van: CMI [admini@cmi-imc.org]  
Verzonden: donderdag 7 juni 2012 12:47  
Aan: ARGENTINA; AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND; BELGIUM; BELGIUM; BRAZIL; BULGARIA; CANADA (giaschi@admiraltylaw.com); CHILE; CHINA; COLOMBIA; COLOMBIA; COSTA RICA; CROATIA; DENMARK; DENMARK; DOMINICAN REPUBLIC; DOMINICAN REPUBLIC (georgembutler@hotmail.com); DPR OF KOREA (kmaclaw@silibank.net.kp); ECUADOR; FINLAND (henrik.rak@if.fi); FRANCE (contact@afdm.asso.fr); GERMANY; GREECE; GUATEMALA; GUATEMALA; GUATEMALA (ortegalesther@gmail.com); HONG KONG; IRELAND; ITALY; JAPAN (secretariat@jmla.jp); KOREA; MALTA; MEXICO; MEXICO; MOROCCO; NETHERLANDS; NETHERLANDS (tvandervalk@akd.nl); NETHERLANDS ANTILLES (jan.burgers@burgersadvocaten.com); NIGERIA (admin@nigmla.com); NIGERIA (fagbor@acas-law.com); NORWAY (erik.rosag@jus.uio.no); PAKISTAN; PANAMA; PERU; PHILIPPINES; PORTUGAL; 'RUSSIA'; Samim Unan; 'SINGAPORE'; SLOVENIA 2; 'SLOVENIJA'; SOUTH AFRICA; SOUTH AFRICA; SPAIN; SWEDEN; SWITZERLAND; SWITZERLAND (HINDERLING@burckhardtlaw.com); TUNISIE; TURKEY; TURKEY 2; UNITED KINGDOM; URUGUAY; USA; VENEZUELA  
Onderwerp: Review of the Salvage Convention: Report for consideration of delegates to the Beijing Conference - October 14 to 19, 2012  

Dear President,

I refer to my letter to you of 1st May 2012 attaching the International Working Group's Report for consideration of delegates to the Beijing Conference. In that letter I foreshadowed the possibility that between the date of that letter and the Beijing Conference additional materials would be submitted and placed on the website.

The purpose of this letter is to draw to your attention a further Position Paper which has been received from the International Chamber of Shipping which has now been placed on the website. I would be grateful if you would draw the attention of that paper to your members and in particular to those who are formulating your Associations' response to the Report and who will be attending the Beijing Conference.

Yours sincerely,

Stuart Hetherington  
Chairman, International Working Group  
for the Review of the Salvage Convention 1989*
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